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introduction:  
the importance of Empirical models  

to assess the Efficacy of source  
and redaction criticism

Raymond F. Person Jr. and Robert Rezetko

1. introduction

The title of the present book clearly relates to Jeffrey tigay’s influential 
edited volume, Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism,1 where we have 
changed for to Challenging. We view our book as both paying homage 
to the influence tigay’s volume has had on our own work and others’ 
and correcting the current discussion of the efficacy of source and redac-
tion criticism as is often practiced by biblical scholars, including those 
who may have been influenced by tigay’s book. in this introduction, we 
will discuss tigay’s publications concerning empirical models (including 
some before and after his influential volume) and the influence of tigay’s 
volume in biblical scholarship. We will then clarify why we think there 
is a need for reassessing the efficacy of source and redaction criticism on 
the basis of empirical models, which is the purpose of this volume. We 
will not only introduce the following chapters in this volume, but also 
summarize the collective force of the current volume as a whole on the 
efficacy of source and redaction criticism, arguing that too often biblical 
scholars make source and redactional arguments based on inappropriate 
criteria.

1. Jeffrey h. tigay, ed., Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism (philadelphia: uni-
versity of pennsylvania press, 1985; repr. with a new foreword by richard Elliott Fried-
man, Eugene, or: Wipf & stock, 2005).

-1 -
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2 pErson and rEZEtKo

2. Jeffrey tigay and his “Empirical models”

tigay begins his 1975 Journal of Biblical Literature article “an Empirical 
Basis for the documentary hypothesis”2 with a tribute to the 1890 Journal 
of Biblical Literature article by george Foot moore, “tatian’s diatessaron 
and the analysis of the pentateuch.”3 moore was explicitly responding to 
critics of the documentary hypothesis who insisted that we have no evi-
dence of such composite texts in the ancient world by showing how the 
four sources of the canonical gospels were combined in the diatessaron 
analogous to the composite pentateuch made up of JEdp.4 tigay wrote: 
“although the Diatessaron has been ruled out of court because of its late-
ness, moore’s method in analyzing it was exemplary. he was able to dem-
onstrate its literary background empirically because he had its sources 
as well as its final form before him.”5 tigay adopted moore’s empirical 
method in his analysis of the masoretic text (mt) and the samaritan 
pentateuch (sp) and concluded as follows: “[W]e find that the documen-
tary hypothesis presumes a method of composition which is empirically 
attested in ancient israel, from a time close to that in which most of the 
biblical books attained their present form. The evidence here reviewed 
constitutes a type of documentary composition unfolding before our very 
eyes.”6 Thus tigay understood that, like moore but on the basis of earlier 
comparative data, he had defended the documentary hypothesis from its 
critics by providing “an Empirical Basis for the documentary hypoth-
esis.”

2. Jeffrey h. tigay, “an Empirical Basis for the documentary hypothesis,” JBL 94 
(1975): 329–42; rev. hebrew version, tigay, “The samaritan pentateuch as an Empiri-
cal model for Biblical criticism,” BM 22 (1977): 348–61; rev. English version, tigay, 
“conflation as a redactional technique,” in tigay, Empirical Models for Biblical Criti-
cism, 53–95.

3. george Foot moore, “tatian’s diatessaron and the analysis of the pentateuch,” 
JBL 9 (1890): 201–15.

4. The diatessaron was produced by tatian, an early christian theologian, around 
the year 170 cE in syriac or greek. JEdp refers to the hypothesis that the first five 
books of the Bible, genesis to deuteronomy, developed into their present form from 
four sources of different dates and authorship which were gradually joined together (J 
= Jahwist or Yahwist, E = Elohist, d = deuteronomist, p = priestly source).

5. tigay, “Empirical Basis for the documentary hypothesis,” 330.
6. ibid., 342.SBL P
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 introduction 3

a decade later in Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism,7 tigay’s con-
cern for providing an empirical basis for the documentary hypothesis 
against the criticism of the “harmonizers”8—that is, those who insisted 

7. For the benefit of the reader who may be unfamiliar with tigay’s edited 
volume—others may skip this note—we summarize its basic content here as objec-
tively as possible. it contains an introduction (1–20) and conclusion (239–41) by tigay 
and eight other chapters by five scholars, three by tigay (21–52, 53–95, 149–73), two 
by Emanuel tov (97–130, 211–37), and one each by alexander rofé (131–47), Yair 
Zakovitch (175–96), and mordechai cogan (197–209). There is also an “appendix: 
tatian’s diatessaron and the analysis of the pentateuch” by george Foot moore (243–
56), and illustrations are inserted between 130 and 131. most of the chapters were 
presented orally and/or published previously elsewhere (unnumbered page near the 
front and unnumbered notes on 1, 53, 131, 149, 197, 211, 243). Each chapter is pre-
ceded by a brief “Editor’s note” by tigay that summarizes its content and significance 
(21–22, 53, 97–98, 131, 149–50, 175–76, 197, 211–12). The chapters cover a range of 
texts and topics, which are conveniently summarized in tigay’s introduction, editorial 
notes, and conclusion (19–22, 53, 97–98, 131, 149–50, 175–76, 197, 211–12, 239–40). 
We would outline those as follows: The texts come from mesopotamian literature (gil-
gamesh Epic, laws of hammurabi, etc.), biblical literature (pentateuch, Josh 20, 1 sam 
16–18, Jeremiah, chronicles, etc.) in the Bible’s various textual traditions (mt, sp, bib-
lical dead sea scrolls [dss], septuagint [lXX]), and postbiblical Jewish and christian 
literature (Jubilees, temple scroll, talmudic literature, tatian’s diatessaron, etc.). The 
principal topics are literary development; source and redaction criticism; composite 
documents, especially the documentary hypothesis; editorial techniques, including 
conflation, supplementation, and assimilation; phenomena such as anachronisms, 
inconsistencies, contradictions, repetitions, doublets, and thematic and stylistic varia-
tions; external or extrabiblical analogues or comparisons (e.g., gilgamesh Epic); and 
internal or biblical duplicates or parallels (e.g., samuel–Kings // chronicles). The pri-
mary objective of his book relates to the phrase “empirical models.” in its context that 
refers to the analogues and duplicates just mentioned. The aim is to offer tangible, 
observable, empirical evidence—versus hypotheses and theories—from ancient near 
Eastern literature, nonbiblical and biblical, which illustrate and support—not prove—
the assumptions, methods, and conclusions of critical scholarship about the literary 
formation of the Bible. in tigay’s own words: “together these studies, based on texts 
whose evolution can be documented by copies from several stages in the course of 
their development—in other words, on empirical models—show that many literary 
works from ancient israel and cognate cultures were demonstrably produced in the 
way critics believe that biblical literature was produced” (xi–xii, emphasis original). 
“The present volume brings together a number of studies that illuminate aspects of 
the development of the hebrew Bible by means of comparison with analogues” (19).

8. Jeffrey h. tigay, “The stylistic criterion of source criticism in the light of 
ancient near Eastern and postbiblical literature,” in tigay, Empirical Models for Bibli-
cal Criticism, 149, 154; rev. from tigay, “The stylistic criteria of source-criticism in SBL P
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4 pErson and rEZEtKo

on the literary unity of the pentateuch such as umberto cassuto, cyrus 
gordon, and Kenneth Kitchen—continued strongly as he not only pro-
vided empirical models but insisted that the nature of the pentateuch itself 
is such that source criticism is efficacious. For example, in his “Editor’s 
note” to his own chapter “The Evolution of the pentateuch narratives in 
the light of the Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic,” he wrote the following:

although we can see now that the epic was so extensively revised that 
no amount of critical acumen could have led critics to reconstruct its 
sources and early stages as they really were, we can also see that the 
general outline of development presumed by m. Jastrow on the basis of 
nineteenth-century critical suppositions was not very wide of the mark. 
The larger number of inconsistencies in the torah indicates that it was 
not extensively revised; that is why it is more amenable to source criti-
cism than is Gilgamesh.9

later in the chapter “The stylistic criterion of source criticism in the 
light of ancient near Eastern and postbiblical literature,” he described 
two types of redactors, (1) those “who showed great deference toward their 
sources” and (2) those who “showed a greater willingness to revise the 
wording of their sources, and thereby produced smoother compositions.”10 
he then concluded as follows:

[t]he unevenness within the torah shows its redactors to have been 
largely of the first type [that is, redactors who showed great deference 
toward their sources]. But even redactors who revised their sources 
extensively left some traces of the original wording, and where those 
traces occur in telltale combinations with each other or in association 
with other signs of compositeness, they can help guide the critic in 
identifying the components.11

the light of ancient near Eastern literature,” in Isac Leo Seeligmann Volume: Essays 
on the Bible and the Ancient World, vol. 3: Non-Hebrew Section, ed. alexander rofé 
and Yair Zakovitch (Jerusalem: rubinstein, 1983), 67–91. all subsequent references 
are to the 1985 version of the article from tigay, Empirical Models for Biblical Criti-
cism. 

9. Jeffrey h. tigay, “The Evolution of the pentateuchal narratives in the light of 
the Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic,” in tigay, Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism, 
21–22.

10. tigay, “stylistic criterion of source criticism,” 172.
11. ibid. SBL P
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 introduction 5

Thus it seems obvious that one of tigay’s objectives for his volume was 
to provide an empirical basis for the documentary hypothesis against its 
critics.12 This appears to influence even his “Editor’s note[s]” introducing 
chapters that do not concern the pentateuch. For example, he described 
Emanuel tov’s chapter “The composition of 1 samuel 16–18 in the light 
of the septuagint Version” as “[a]nother example of conflation,”13 imply-
ing that tov’s chapter provides additional support to the examples in his 
own immediately preceding chapter “conflation as a redactional tech-
nique” that is explicitly a defense of the documentary hypothesis.14 in a 
similar fashion, he wrote the following in his “Editor’s note” to alexander 
rofé’s chapter “Joshua 20: historico-literary criticism illustrated”: “rofé 
shows that the linguistic and conceptual inconsistencies in the chapter 
reflect differences between the two strata, thus validating the critical 
methods which take such differences as source-critical clues.”15 signifi-
cantly, rofé’s chapter immediately precedes tigay’s “The stylistic crite-
rion of source criticism in the light of ancient near Eastern and post-
biblical literature” and in this way also prepares for tigay’s defense of the 
documentary hypothesis.16

When these conclusions are combined, the rhetorical force of Empiri-
cal Models for Biblical Criticism asserts the validity of the methods of 
source and redaction criticism. The ambiguity in the title itself—Empiri-
cal Models for Biblical Criticism—may have contributed to this influence. 
That is, although we will see below that tigay may have understood the 
title to mean that biblical criticism should take more seriously the limita-
tions that the empirical models place on the methods of biblical criticism 
(Empirical Models for [Placing Limits on] Biblical Criticism), the title has 
often been read as Empirical Models for [the Validity of] Biblical Criticism 

12. tigay himself states: “my interest in the subject of this volume derives ulti-
mately from an early fascination with the documentary hypothesis” (Jeffrey h. tigay, 
“preface and acknowledgements,” in tigay, Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism, xi).

13. Emanuel tov, “The composition of 1 samuel 16–18 in the light of the sep-
tuagint Version,” in tigay, Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism, 97.

14. tigay, “conflation as a redactional technique.”
15. alexander rofé, “Joshua 20: historico-literary criticism illustrated,” in 

tigay, Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism, 131. Furthermore, although rofé’s chap-
ter does not deal with the documentary hypothesis per se, there is nevertheless a 
substantial discussion of the hypothesis in a section of his chapter, “relevance for the 
documentary hypothesis” (143–47).

16. tigay, “stylistic criterion of source criticism.”SBL P
res
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6 pErson and rEZEtKo

[as Commonly Practiced by Source and Redaction Critics]. as we have seen 
above, tigay’s earlier Journal of Biblical Literature article, his conclusions 
in Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism in his own chapters, and his “Edi-
tor’s note[s]” introducing others’ chapters all seem to support this latter 
interpretation of the title.

however, in his introduction and conclusion, tigay was somewhat 
more cautious. on the one hand, in his introduction he wrote the follow-
ing, which is consistent with the above conclusions:

concrete analogues would enable the literary critic to base his work on 
something more than hypotheses about ancient literary techniques. They 
could function as models of literary development, providing the critic 
firsthand experience with compilers’ and redactors’ techniques, lending 
his observations a refinement they could never have so long as they were 
based entirely on hypotheses devoid of external controls.17

if one emphasizes only this conclusion, then one could easily conclude 
that the title should be read as Empirical Models for [the Validity of] Bib-
lical Criticism [as Commonly Practiced by Source and Redaction Critics]. 
however, on the other hand, tigay balanced this conclusion concerning 
such “external controls” for biblical criticism by cautioning against such a 
misreading in both his introduction and his conclusion as follows:

This would be a fatal flaw in the use of such analogues if we imagined 
that analogues can confirm any particular theory about the development 
of an israelite composition. That, however, is not the function of an ana-
logue. Even another text by the same author cannot prove how a text was 
produced. analogues can only serve to show what is plausible or realistic 
by showing what has happened elsewhere. such a demonstration, if com-
patible with the evidence from within the biblical text being studied, can 
help critics evaluate the realism of an existing theory about the develop-
ment of that text or it can suggest a new theory about it.18

The preceding chapters have shown that many of the central hypotheses 
of biblical criticism are realistic. They do not prove that these hypoth-
eses are correct, but they show that the processes of literary development 

17. Jeffrey h. tigay, “introduction,” in tigay, Empirical Models for Biblical Criti-
cism, 3.

18. ibid., 17 (emphasis added).SBL P
res
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 introduction 7

which critics inferred from clues within biblical literature are real phe-
nomena, attested in the history of literature from ancient times down to 
our own. This conclusion is based on case studies of texts whose earlier 
stages are known and do not have to be hypothetically reconstructed; it 
is based, in other words, on empirical models.19

tigay also noted that empirical models have potential “disadvantages”20 
and “might yield results at variance with certain critical hypotheses about 
biblical literature”21 or “suggest explanations better than those currently 
preferred by critics.”22 consequently, since empirical models only dem-
onstrate what in general is “reasonable” or “plausible”23 and cannot prove 
specific hypotheses or theories, there is also some justification in the book 
for giving it an alternative title along the lines of Empirical Models for 
[Placing Limits on] Biblical Criticism.

This tension in tigay’s edited volume continues in his more recent 
work. For example, in his 2012 essay “The documentary hypothesis, 
Empirical models and interpretations of ancient texts,” he clearly con-
tinues to support the documentary hypothesis by referring to “empiri-
cal models”:

The examples we have reviewed here show that the process of redac-
tion reconstructed by Biblical critics is realistic, that is, the redactorial 
combination of pre-existing written sources does indeed, at least some-
times, produce inconsistencies of fact and vocabulary, digression and 
non-sequiturs, of the type that provide the primary evidence for source 
criticism.… The examples reviewed above answer this question by 
demonstrating that redactors did not always allow themselves the free-
dom to rewrite their texts in order to resolve inconsistencies. Even if 
they resolved the inconsistencies exegetically in their own minds, in the 
written text they did not allow themselves to do much more than jux-
tapose or interweave the sources and add some transitional phrases.24

19. Jeffrey h. tigay, “summary and conclusions,” in tigay, Empirical Models for 
Biblical Criticism, 239 (emphasis added).

20. tigay, “introduction,” 15; see further 15–17.
21. ibid., 9.
22. tigay, “summary and conclusions,” 240.
23. see also tigay, “introduction,” 19–20; tigay, “Evolution of the pentateuchal 

narratives,” 26–27, 52.
24. Jeffrey h. tigay, “The documentary hypothesis, Empirical models and holis-

tic interpretation,” in Modernity and Interpretations of Ancient Texts: The Collapse and SBL P
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There are hints in this essay, similar to his cautionary comments in the 
introduction and conclusion to his edited volume, that tigay understands 
that empirical models cannot prove the documentary hypothesis. For 
example, in the quote above he includes “at least sometimes” and “did not 
always” as hedges. Furthermore, he identified three “difficulties and ques-
tions” raised by empirical models. First, “empirical models don’t always 
explain themselves,” which he illustrated by the debate between tov and 
rofé concerning whether or not the lXX of 1 sam 16–18 represented the 
earliest source text that was conflated with another source to produce the 
mt of 1 sam 16–18 (tov) or the lXX was an abridgement of a (proto-)
mt Vorlage (rofé).25 second, “various versions of a text do not necessar-
ily stand in a lineal relationship to each other. The earlier versions are not 
necessarily the direct or even indirect prototypes (Vorlagen) of the later 
ones.”26 Third, he acknowledged that there is some question about the 
appropriateness of using ancient mesopotamian literature for the purpose 
of understanding the literary history of the Bible, “since we have no idea 
whether israelite scribes had any knowledge at all of how scribe-authors 
worked in mesopotamia, including how they edited and revised texts.”27 
however, even after identifying these “difficulties and questions,” he still 
understood empirical models to support the plausibility of the documen-
tary hypothesis: “While the absence of a known analogue for a particular 
theory is not ipso facto an argument against its plausibility (what is unique 
is not implausible), the existence of an analogue can enhance the plausi-
bility of a theory by showing that it is not out of line with types of liter-
ary development attested in other cases.”28 Thus, recently tigay not only 
continued to insist that empirical models support the efficacy of source 
and redaction criticism as applied to (some) biblical texts but suggested 
that the empirical models support the plausibility of a specific theory, the 
documentary hypothesis.

Remaking of Traditions, ed. Jun ikeda, iias reports 1102 (Kyoto: international insti-
tute of advanced studies, 2012), 125–26.

25. ibid., 126. tigay is referring to tov, “composition of 1 samuel 16–18,” and 
alexander rofé, “The Battle of david and goliath: Folklore, Theology, Eschatology,” in 
Judaic Perspectives on Ancient Israel, ed. Jacob neusner, Baruch a. levine, and Ernest 
s. Frerichs (philadelphia: Fortress, 1987), 117–51.

26. tigay, “documentary hypothesis, Empirical models and holistic interpreta-
tion,” 127.

27. ibid.
28. ibid., 128.SBL P
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3. the influence of tigay’s Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism

tigay’s edited volume has been cited often and widely discussed. its signifi-
cance and impact are evident merely by searching and perusing the results 
on, for example, amazon or google Books. published reviews have gener-
ally agreed that the book accomplishes one of its main objectives, show-
ing that the documentary hypothesis is “plausible” or “realistic” in the 
general sense described above.29 unsurprisingly, however, some so-called 
harmonizers and synchronic-readers of biblical literature have reacted less 
positively. robert polzin, for example, believes the book is both “impor-
tant and trivial” and “[t]he use of external analogues to show how liter-
ary-historical research in biblical studies is, generally speaking, realisti-
cally motivated is mostly irrelevant, first, to the specific interpretation of 
specific texts, and, second, to one’s ability to choose one specific genetic 
theory over its rival.”30 in short, the generally favorable response to tigay’s 
empirical models as well as some of his critics have often emphasized his 
conclusions concerning the plausibility of the documentary hypothesis, 
thereby to a large degree disregarding tigay’s cautionary comments. This 
is especially evident in richard Elliott Friedman’s new foreword in the 
2005 reprinted edition of tigay’s book.31

Friedman is a recognized authority on and vocal proponent of the 
documentary hypothesis, and, indeed, tigay cited him several times 
in the original book.32 Friedman applauds the book, appropriately, for 
making “a significant contribution to our field in more ways than one when 
it first appeared” and which “remains now, a valuable response to claims 

29. adele Berlin, JAOS 107 (1987): 145–46; John a. Emerton, VT 37 (1987): 
508–9; richard Elliott Friedman, JR 67 (1987): 539–40; g. lloyd Jones, ExpTim 98 
(1986): 25; John W. rogerson, JTS 39 (1988): 532–35; henry W. F. saggs, JSS 32 (1987): 
196–99; however, the latter criticizes some examples as being not concerned with 
“empirical models.”

30. robert polzin, Samuel and the Deuteronomist: A Literary Study of the Deutero-
nomic History, vol. 2: 1 Samuel, isBl (Bloomington: indiana university press, 1989), 
228–29 n. 41; see also robert p. gordon, “compositeness, conflation and the penta-
teuch,” JSOT 51 (1991): 57–69.

31. richard Elliott Friedman, “Foreword,” in tigay, Empirical Models for Biblical 
Criticism [1–10] (ten unnumbered pages).

32. tigay, “Evolution of the pentateuchal narratives,” 24 n. 12; tigay, “conflation 
as a redactional technique,” 54 nn. 1, 3; tigay, “summary and conclusions,” 241 n. 6.SBL P
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concerning the documentary hypothesis.”33 Furthermore in his view it is 
“a vindication of the process of the documentary hypothesis” and “a sign-
post, a contribution to our field’s evolution.”34 his specific remarks range 
over and reiterate a number of topics, such as the general value of empiri-
cal models as well as specific issues such as doublets or dual variations of 
stories. most of what Friedman says is quite in line with the contents of the 
chapters themselves, except that one senses that Friedman is more certain 
about specific facts of the documentary hypothesis than tigay himself 
was willing to admit. on one point, though, Friedman goes far beyond 
what any of the authors in the volume actually assert or insinuate. We 
are referring to the issue of linguistic evidence and its relationship to the 
dating of biblical writings. Friedman speaks about the “more substantial 
… demonstrable, quantifiable … pervasive and concrete” linguistic data,35 
“linguistic evidence that [texts] are early,” citing the publications of avi 
hurvitz and others,36 and “linguistic evidence showing that the hebrew of 
the texts corresponds to the stages of development of the hebrew language 
in the periods in which the hypothesis [i.e., the documentary hypothesis] 
says those respective texts were composed.”37 Friedman may wish the lin-
guistic evidence to carry this weight, but this desire on his part actually 
contradicts some of the arguments found within tigay’s book that he is 
supposedly supporting. For example, rofé argued for a late fourth-cen-
tury date for the supplements in mt Josh 20 but noted that the scribe that 
added this material imitated “ancient usage rather than writing in his own 
second commonwealth hebrew” so that rofé suggested that this empiri-
cal example and others “detract from the value of linguistic considerations 
in the dating of biblical passages.”38 Even more striking is tigay’s own 
observations concerning the linguistic evidence in the various versions of 
the gilgamesh Epic: “[m]any of the late variants seem to employ language 
not less ancient than the language they replace.”39 That is, rofé and tigay 
seem to be suggesting the limited efficaciousness of language for the lin-

33. Friedman, “Foreword,” [1].
34. ibid., [8].
35. ibid., [1, 6].
36. ibid., [7] with n. 5.
37. ibid., [1].
38. rofé, “Joshua 20,” 146 with n. 29.
39. tigay, “Evolution of the pentateuchal narratives,” 40–41.SBL P
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guistic dating of biblical writings based on their own empirical evidence 
(contra Friedman).40

although tigay’s volume has played a special role in discussions con-
cerning pentateuchal sources, it would be a serious mistake to suggest that 
the volume has not influenced the study of the Bible more broadly. in fact, 
although as scholars we have tended to avoid discussions of pentateuchal 
sources, the influence of tigay’s volume has been evident in our own pub-
lications from the very beginning. We are confident that the following dis-
cussion of tigay’s influence on our own work represents the experience of 
many scholars of the Bible whose graduate training was contemporary to 
ours or later.

person encountered tigay’s book during his doctoral studies and 
was especially influenced by the text-critical arguments in the volume. 
his first publication, an article in Zeitschrift für die alttestamentliche Wis-
senschaft that was a revision of a paper in a doctoral lXX seminar, was 
methodologically based on and drew from the conclusions of the chapters 
in Empirical Models for Biblical Criticism by tov and rofé as well as the 
work of other text critics.41 This use of text-critical variants as provid-
ing empirical limitations on his redactional arguments continued to have 
a significant influence on his dissertation and later works.42 he has also 
used other empirical models that are not found in tigay’s volume: the 
comparative study of oral traditions and the social scientific discipline of 

40. see also the chapters in this volume by person and by rezetko.
41. raymond F. person Jr., “ii Kings 24,18–25,30 and Jeremiah 52: a text-crit-

ical case study in the redaction history of the deuteronomistic history,” ZAW 105 
(1993): 174–205. person referred to tov, “composition of 1 samuel 16–18” (person, 
“ii Kings,” 189 n. 45, 191 n. 51); Emanuel tov, “The literary history of the Book of 
Jeremiah in the light of its textual history,” in tigay, Empirical Models for Biblical 
Criticism, 211–37 (person, “ii Kings,” 176 n. 9, 180 n. 19, 186 n. 30, 187 n. 32, 189 n. 
49); and rofé, “Joshua 20” (person, “ii Kings,” 175 n. 7, 185 n. 25, 186 n. 30, 189 n. 44, 
191 nn. 51–52).

42. raymond F. person Jr., Second Zechariah and the Deuteronomic School, Jsot-
sup 167 (sheffield: sheffield academic, 1993), esp. 43–54; person, The Kings–Isaiah 
and Kings–Jeremiah Recensions, BZaW 252 (Berlin: de gruyter, 1997); person, The 
Deuteronomic School: History, Social Setting, and Literature, sBlstBl 2 (atlanta: soci-
ety of Biblical literature, 2002), esp. 34–50; and person, The Deuteronomic History 
and the Book of Chronicles: Scribal Works in an Oral World, ail 6 (atlanta: society of 
Biblical literature, 2010), esp. 74–78, 87–129, 131–44.SBL P
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conversation analysis.43 Based on such empirical models, person has con-
cluded as follows:

a new model of the development of literary texts in the ancient world 
is now necessary. This model should take seriously both the reality of 
textual plurality and the significant role of multiformity in primarily oral 
societies. rather than envisioning one original, authoritative, determi-
nant text, we should envision a collection of coexisting parallel editions, 
none of which preserves the tradition in its entirety and, therefore, none 
of which can be authoritative alone.44

The new model for which he advocated must include insights similar to 
empirical models found in tigay’s volume—that is, insights from “the real-
ity of textual plurality”—as well as the empirical models from the study of 
oral traditions not found in tigay’s volume.

rezetko also encountered tigay’s volume during his doctoral stud-
ies and was especially influenced by its text-critical arguments. in his 
dissertation, he used text-critical conclusions to inform his redactional 
arguments.45 in his publications related to historical linguistics, he has 
applied analogous empirical models to critique the consensus model of 
Early Biblical hebrew and late Biblical hebrew.46 his work in histori-

43. For his use of the study of oral traditions, see especially person, Deutero-
nomic History and the Book of Chronicles. For conversation analysis, see especially 
raymond F. person Jr., In Conversation with Jonah: Conversation Analysis, Literary 
Criticism, and the Book of Jonah, Jsotsup 220 (sheffield: sheffield academic, 1996).

44. person, Deuteronomic History and the Book of Chronicles, 171–72.
45. robert rezetko, Source and Revision in the Narratives of David’s Transfer of the 

Ark: Text, Language, and Story in 2 Samuel 6 and 1 Chronicles 13, 15–16, lhBots 470 
(new York: t&t clark, 2007). rezetko referred to tigay’s Empirical Models for Biblical 
Criticism (rezetko, Source and Revision, 55 n. 52) and tov’s “composition of 1 samuel 
16–18” (rezetko, Source and Revision, 32 n. 106, 36 n. 131). see also rezetko, “david 
over saul in mt 2 samuel 6,1–5: an Exercise in textual and literary criticism,” in For 
and Against David: Story and History in the Books of Samuel, ed. a. graeme auld and 
Erik Eynikel, BEtl 232 (leuven: peeters, 2010), 255–71, which applies a similar sort 
of textual-exegetical argumentation.

46. The following contributions stress the relevance of empirical manuscript evi-
dence when addressing linguistic developments in ancient hebrew: robert rezetko, 
“dating Biblical hebrew: Evidence from samuel–Kings and chronicles,” in Biblical 
Hebrew: Studies in Chronology and Typology, ed. ian Young, Jsotsup 369 (london: 
t&t clark, 2003), 242–45; rezetko, “‘late’ common nouns in the Book of chronicles,” 
in Reflection and Refraction: Studies in Biblical Historiography in Honour of A. Graeme SBL P
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cal linguistics has found its most comprehensive expression in his pub-
lications coauthored with ian Young and martin Ehrensvärd. in Linguis-
tic Dating of Biblical Texts, Young, rezetko, and Ehrensvärd utilized as 
empirical controls data from different textual recensions and parallel 
biblical texts (especially samuel–Kings and chronicles) as well as various 
nonbiblical writings, such as hebrew inscriptions and Qumran and rab-
binic writings.47 in Historical Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew, rezetko and 
Young argued for the integration of linguistic, textual, and literary data 
when analyzing linguistic developments in classical hebrew, including 
also empirical ancient manuscript evidence and contemporary histori-
cal linguistic methodologies utilized in studies of premodern varieties of 
other languages such as English, French, and spanish.48 Based on their 
analysis of such empirical models for linguistic analysis, Young, rezetko, 
and Ehrensvärd concluded that

scholars of the language of the hebrew Bible must take seriously the 
text-critical dimension in their research on chronological layers in Bh 
[Biblical hebrew] and in their efforts to date biblical texts on a linguistic 
basis. linguistic analysis cannot afford to ignore scholarly consensuses 
about the hebrew Bible’s literary complexity and textual fluidity. assign-
ing dates to biblical texts on the basis of linguistic analysis stands at odds 
with text-critical perspectives on those texts. textual stability is a fun-
damental premise of the linguistic dating of biblical texts, yet the extant 
evidence shows that ancient texts of the Bible were characterised by tex-
tual instability.49

Auld, ed. robert rezetko, timothy h. lim, and W. Brian aucker, Vtsup 113 (leiden: 
Brill, 2007), 398; rezetko, “What happened to the Book of samuel in the persian 
period and Beyond?,” in A Palimpsest: Rhetoric, Ideology, Stylistics and Language Relat-
ing to Persian Israel, ed. Ehud Ben Zvi, diana V. Edelman, and Frank h. polak, phsc 5 
(piscataway, nJ: gorgias, 2009), 239–41; rezetko, “The spelling of ‘damascus’ and the 
linguistic dating of Biblical texts,” SJOT 24 (2010), 124–26; rezetko, “diachrony in 
Biblical hebrew: review of an approach from the perspective of paraleipomenon,” HS 
52 (2011): 402–5; rezetko, “The Qumran scrolls of the Book of Judges: literary For-
mation, textual criticism, and historical linguistics,” JHS 13 (2013): 1–68 (passim).

47. ian Young, robert rezetko, and martin Ehrensvärd, Linguistic Dating of Bibli-
cal Texts, 2 vols., BibleWorld (london: Equinox, 2008).

48. robert rezetko and ian Young, Historical Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew: 
Steps Toward an Integrated Approach, anEm 9 (atlanta: sBl press, 2014).

49. Young, rezetko, and Ehrensvärd, Linguistic Dating of Biblical Texts, 1:359 
(emphasis original).SBL P
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This conclusion betrays the influence of the type of text-critical empiri-
cal models found in tigay’s volume and applies it to their criticism of the 
generally accepted approach to historical linguistic analysis of Biblical 
hebrew for the purpose of dating biblical writings.50

our own intellectual journey as influenced by tigay’s empirical 
models mirrors tigay’s own journey to some extent. That is, tigay’s own 
intellectual journey led him from providing in his earlier work “an empiri-
cal basis of the documentary hypothesis”—that is, providing external 
support for the documentary hypothesis by undercutting its critics’ argu-
ments—to reflecting more on the broader methodological implications 
of his empirical models. however, whereas tigay continued to support 
the documentary hypothesis based on source criticism on the basis of 
his empirical models, we have been led to critique the efficacy of source 
and redaction criticism further, thereby directly challenging the method-
ological approaches used by biblical scholars. in other words, the rhetori-
cal force of tigay’s volume, which seems to be confirmed in tigay’s later 
work and Friedman’s foreword to the reprinted edition, understands the 
ambiguous title as Empirical Models for [the Validity of] Biblical Criticism 
[as Commonly Practiced by Source and Redaction Critics]. in contrast, we 
have emphasized tigay’s cautionary comments even further than tigay 
himself, which can be represented as Empirical Models for [Placing Limits 
on] Biblical Criticism.

however, we are not alone in exploring further how empirical models 
suggest real limits on source and redaction criticism. here we summarize 
what we understand as the two most significant publications that explic-
itly explore empirical models in an effort to refine source and redaction 
criticism within plausible limits, specifically david carr’s The Formation 
of the Hebrew Bible and reinhard müller, Juha pakkala, and Bas ter haar 
romeny’s Evidence of Editing.51

part 1 of carr’s The Formation of the Hebrew Bible is an extensive 
review of documented transmission of ancient texts that have survived 

50. although Young, rezetko, and Ehrensvärd refer to tigay’s volume only once 
(see ibid., 1:343 n. 7), elsewhere in their book they refer many times to the text-critical 
work of cogan, rofé, and tov, who contributed to tigay’s volume.

51. david m. carr, The Formation of the Hebrew Bible: A New Reconstruction 
(new York: oxford university press, 2011); reinhard müller, Juha pakkala, and Bas 
ter haar romeny, Evidence of Editing: Growth and Change of Texts in the Hebrew Bible, 
rBs 75 (atlanta: society of Biblical literature, 2014).SBL P
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in multiple copies. carr often cites tigay’s Empirical Models for Biblical 
Criticism and also his related volume The Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic52 
on the general method of empirical study as well as on particular points 
of the texts that he studied. analogues, duplicates, and indicators of tex-
tual growth (e.g., doublets) are the foundation of carr’s reconstruction 
of the Bible’s formation. But he also recognizes some limitations to his 
method. For example, “documented cases of transmission history … show 
that texts that are the result of textual growth do not consistently preserve 
enough traces of that growth in their final form for scholars to reconstruct 
each and every stage of that growth,” because “their authors often worked 
from memory in incorporating earlier texts”53 and “documented cases of 
transmission history also suggest that such indicators are easily lost in the 
process of gradual growth of texts, both in the initial processing of separate 
documents and in subsequent scribal smoothing of the marks that once 
indicated their separate existence.”54 That is, carr argued that his empirical 
models strongly suggest that the efficacy of source and redaction criticism 
must be called into question.55 however, he nevertheless identifies what 
he called a “trend toward expansion”—that is, in the long-duration liter-
ary texts he analyzed, he saw a tendency towards recording in the written 
tradition more and more of what earlier had been preserved primarily in 
the collective mind of the community.56

müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny’s Evidence of Editing cited 
tigay’s book as the origin of “empirical” in connection with textual evi-
dence.57 They argued by way of fifteen sets of passages that are preserved 

52. Jeffrey h. tigay, The Evolution of the Gilgamesh Epic (philadelphia: university 
of pennsylvania press, 1982; repr., Wauconda, il: Bolchazy-carducci, 2002).

53. carr, Formation of the Hebrew Bible, 4.
54. ibid., 106.
55. despite his own conclusions, part 2 of carr’s work is his discussion of the 

formation of the Bible in the genre of a standard (german-style) introduction that 
describes in detail the historical origins of the biblical books or their constituent parts 
and how they changed over time. That is, although his stated method in part 1 under-
cuts conventional methods of source and redaction criticism, his conclusions con-
cerning the literary history of the Bible continue to look very much like the results of 
source and redaction criticism, often without explicit empirical models as controls.

56. carr, Formation of the Hebrew Bible, 65–72.
57. müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny, Evidence of Editing, 1 n. 1. other 

works of interest by these authors are Juha pakkala, God’s Word Omitted: Omissions 
in the Transmission of the Hebrew Bible, Frlant 251 (göttingen: Vandenhoeck & SBL P
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in more than one version that empirical evidence demonstrates substan-
tial editing in the Bible’s literary formation. When they focused on the 
methodological implications of their empirical models, they explicitly 
noted contradictory tendencies:

in other words, the evidence points in two opposing directions. some 
example texts show that it is possible to gain reliable results by using 
the literary-critical method. other example texts, however, indicate that 
some editorial alterations would be very difficult or impossible to detect, 
especially many minor changes that nevertheless may affect the meaning 
substantially. These limitations should be acknowledged in all recon-
structions of the literary prehistory.58

For example, they provide empirical examples that create “disturbing 
repetitions” but also those that reduce such repetitions from older ver-
sions by omission59 as well as some examples that create inconsisten-
cies but others that remove such inconsistencies.60 They also provide 
examples in which the “rule” lectio brevior potior (“the shorter reading is 
stronger”) applies or does not.61 despite such contradictory conclusions, 
their discussions remain chock-full of what they call “discernible traces”62 
of scribal techniques and editorial processes that provide “empirical 
evidence” for “reliable results.” These discernible traces can be summa-
rized in three main points, two specific and one general: (1) “disturb-
ing repetitions” of words and phrases and especially Wiederaufnahme, 
or “resumptive repetition”;63 (2) “grammatical problems” and other lin-
guistic phenomena that involve “unusual wording” or are “syntactically 

ruprecht, 2013); and reinhard müller and Juha pakkala, eds., Insights into Editing in 
the Hebrew Bible and the Ancient Near East: What Does Documented Evidence Tell Us 
about the Transmission of Authoritative Texts?, cBEt 84 (leuven: peeters, forthcom-
ing).

58. müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny, Evidence of Editing, 222–23 (see fur-
ther 221–25).

59. ibid., e.g., 36 versus 68.
60. ibid., e.g., 47–52 versus 184–87.
61. ibid., 90, 98, 144 n. 4 versus 71, 76–77.
62. ibid., “discernible traces” on 12, 177, 224–25; “trace(s)” on 15, 43–44, 85 n. 

18, 144, 207, 221, 225.
63. ibid., 21–25, 36–37, 66–68, 84, 103–5, 108, 112, 124, 131–32, 135–37, 139–40, 

184–86, 216. SBL P
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disturbing” or “stylistically awkward”;64 and, finally, (3) the two preced-
ing “traces” and a large array of less well-defined phenomena upset the 
“literary unity” of the text under consideration.65 Thus, even though 
they document empirical examples that provide contradictory conclu-
sions concerning the efficacy of source and redaction criticism based on 
these discernible traces, the end result continues to be some faith in the 
very types of discernible traces in tigay’s empirical models, which have 
been used to support the efficacy of source and redaction criticism. our 
estimation of this work by müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny is that, 
on the one hand, when they are explicitly discussing limitations of the 
efficacy of source and redaction criticism, they reach some extremely 
important insights concerning the contradictory evidence produced by 
their empirical models; however, on the other hand, they continue to 
apply the same criteria used in source and redaction criticism for many 
years as somehow supported by the contradictory evidence.

4. the need for a reassessment of the Efficacy  
of source and redaction criticism

often under the influence of tigay’s empirical models, a variety of scholars 
have recognized the need for a reassessment of the efficacy of source and 
redaction criticism and some (especially carr and müller, pakkala, and 

64. ibid., 22, 33, 36–37, 43, 48, 56, 64–65, 72–74, 76–77, 79, 83–87, 107, 111–12, 
115, 139–40, 146–47, 151, 157, 172, 174, 177, 182–83, 203, 221.

65. müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny do not use the phrase “literary unity”; 
however, they do mention “the unity of the text” (ibid., 65), “[t]he compositional unity” 
(ibid.), and “an integral unity” (166). They also speak once about the “uniformity ... of 
texts” (93). nevertheless, the issue of “literary unity” is continuously under consider-
ation on nearly every page of the volume. it is replete with nouns (and/or related adjec-
tival or verbal forms) such as “confusion,” “contradiction(s),” “digression(s),” “distur-
bance,” “incoherence,” “inconsistency(ies),” “interruption,” “irregularity,” “roughness,” 
“tension(s),” and more general words such as “difference(s)” and “problem(s),” that 
are applied not only to the “disturbing repetitions” and “grammatical problems” of the 
texts under consideration, but also to other aspects of the texts such as their concepts 
(themes, topics), tendencies, perspectives, contexts, logic, theology, and so on. all of 
these phenomena which upset the “literary unity” of the text are described with adjec-
tives and other words such as “abrupt,” “awkward,” “confusing,” “different,” “disturb-
ing,” “interrupted,” “redundant,” “sudden,” “superfluous,” “unnecessary,” “unusual,” 
and so on. SBL P
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ter haar romeny) have begun that reassessment. however, the results of 
these reassessments often seem to confirm the current practice of source 
and redaction criticism, if not in theory certainly in practice. This is espe-
cially the case with müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny, who continue 
to support the use of “discernible traces” as criteria for source and redac-
tion criticism. Thus, the title of this volume eliminates the ambiguity in 
the title of tigay’s volume and explicitly focuses on Empirical Models Chal-
lenging Biblical Criticism [as Commonly Practiced by Source and Redaction 
Critics]. That is, the empirical models of the current volume, when taken 
together, caution against the kind of excessive conclusions often reached 
by source and redaction critics in the absence of such empirical controls 
and rather advocate for a much more modest expectation of the historical 
critical methods.

The empirical models found in tigay’s Empirical Models for Biblical 
Criticism and similar studies have clearly demonstrated that many ancient 
texts are composite texts with a complex literary history. That is, the vast 
majority of literary texts—that is, those writings that were written and 
transmitted as cultural objects rather than personal documents (such as 
contracts)—were the result of various authors and/or editors. Yet these 
same studies have also illustrated that the composition and transmission 
processes that produced such composite texts sometimes, even often, 
erased the types of visible signs that are necessary for the accurate appli-
cation of the methods of source and redaction criticism. in some cases, 
short of conflicting textual data, we would not recognize that texts are 
actually composite. Furthermore, other empirical models have demon-
strated that the types of visible signs that underlie literary-critical study 
can also be found in texts that are clearly produced by one writer, contain-
ing one source.

The chapters in this book explore various aspects of empirical models 
and their methods and conclusions. in some cases, well-known models are 
applied and vindicated, but at other times their efficacy is questioned. in a 
few cases new models are made use of or at least receive more attention than 
in previous studies. The studies as a whole are intended to complement and 
challenge previous studies, the latter in the sense that they contest a model’s 
assumptions, methods, or conclusions or bring several different models into 
conversation and conflict with one another.

The ten chapters that follow relate to the literature of mesopotamia, 
the hebrew Bible, the sectarian dead sea scrolls, and the new testament, 
representing a similar breadth of studies as found in tigay’s earlier vol-SBL P
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ume.66 regarding the hebrew Bible, the major versions figure prominently 
(mt, sp, lXX, and the biblical dss), and each major section of the canon 
is represented: pentateuch (schorch, lemmelijn), prophets (trebolle Bar-
rera, person, rezetko), and Writings (person, Young). some of the specific 
texts and topics addressed are described in the following abstracts. The 
chapters are organized generally in chronological and/or canonical order.

sara milstein, in “outsourcing gilgamesh,” considers manuscript evi-
dence for two originally independent sumerian stories, gilgamesh and 
huwawa and gilgamesh, Enkidu, and the netherworld, which were incor-
porated at distinct points in the standard Babylonian gilgamesh Epic. she 
describes two different methods for the reuse of sources in an extended 
work, one where a source is transferred faithfully, only lightly revised, so 
that its content and wording may remain readily identifiable, and another 
where the source is radically transformed, very heavily revised, so that its 
independent origin and earlier wording may have vanished. she concludes 
by discussing several potential implications of her findings for under-
standing scribal methods in the production of biblical literature and the 
book of Judges in particular.

alan lenzi, in “scribal revision and textual Variation in akkadian 
Šuila-prayers: two case studies in ritual adaptation,” examines manu-
scripts of two well-attested akkadian religious texts, the “‘hand-lifting’ 
prayers” gula 1a = Belet-ili 1 and sîn 1. Though the surviving texts of 
these prayers are situated in time and place and though they furnish 
tangible evidence for scribal revision, an analysis of the textual variants 
and of other stylistic and theological phenomena proves inconclusive for 
determining exactly when, how, and why the texts were changed. he con-
trasts how much we know about the origins of these texts versus how 
little we know about the origins of the texts of the Bible, and he suggests 
that the results of the present study are a sobering caution to those who 
would engage in detailed reconstruction of the historical development of 
biblical writings.

stefan schorch, in “dissimilatory reading and the making of Biblical 
texts: The Jewish pentateuch and the samaritan pentateuch,” accentuates 
the complex interaction of textual and oral factors in the late stages of 
development of biblical texts. not only were different written texts spoken 

66. We deeply regret the absence of a chapter on postbiblical Jewish literature. 
That chapter was commissioned but, unfortunately, had to be dropped in order not to 
delay the publication of this book any longer.SBL P
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differently, but different oral reading traditions of a single consonantal 
framework could bring about two different written texts. he illustrates 
this phenomenon in a selection of passages from the books of genesis 
(and Exodus), especially Jacob’s blessing in gen 49:5–7. he argues that, 
in the examples under consideration, the readers who wrote the sp (and 
lXX), compared to the mt, read the consonantal framework differently, 
and this in turn led to a different written account arising from the same 
earlier written source.

Bénédicte lemmelijn, in “text-critically studying the Biblical manu-
script Evidence: an ‘Empirical’ Entry to the literary composition of the 
text,” elaborates a model for researching the history of biblical texts, one 
which rests first and foremost on textual criticism and which involves the 
collection, registration, description, and evaluation of the hebrew and 
greek witnesses to biblical texts. she argues that textual criticism should 
take priority over source and redaction criticism and that in fact a text-
critical approach challenges the traditional view of distinctive phases in 
the literary production (composition and transmission) of texts. she illus-
trates the method in a discussion of a section of the plague narrative in 
Exodus (Exod 11:2–3). she concludes that in this text the mt contains 
the majority of preferable readings compared to the dss, sp, and lXX. 
Furthermore, her text-critical analysis highlights some of the literary and 
theological concerns that led these other texts to diverge from the mt.

Julio trebolle Barrera, in “division markers as Empirical Evidence 
for the Editorial growth of Biblical Books,” shows that the placements 
of these late markers in many places in these books frequently converge 
with the results of experienced literary-critical analysis, which concluded 
independently that a passage had been inserted in or after another one or 
moved to a different location. consequently such concrete data for edito-
rial activity in the formation of biblical writings should not be ignored in 
literary-critical research or by modern commentators and editors. more 
often than not, he underlines a late insertion or later arrangement in the 
mt compared to other textual witnesses.

raymond person, in “The problem of ‘literary unity’ from the per-
spective of the study of oral traditions,” contextualizes the formation of 
biblical literature in the comparative study of oral traditions and literary 
texts with roots in oral traditions, in particular homeric and serbo-cro-
atian epics. he argues that modern notions of literary unity that assume 
“linguistic unity” and “consistency of story” may be anachronistic when 
applied to ancient literary texts. he illustrates this in a discussion of sev-SBL P
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eral differences between the parallel passages 2 sam 7 and 1 chr 17, both 
of which can be regarded as incomplete instantiations of a selection of 
the broader tradition that was preserved in the collective memory of the 
ancient community that wrote those texts.

robert rezetko, in “The (dis)connection between textual and lin-
guistic developments in the Book of Jeremiah: hebrew Bible textual 
criticism challenges Biblical hebrew historical linguistics,” brings into 
conversation two research models, the first textual and the second lin-
guistic, which seldom interact with one another and which have resulted 
in conflicting conclusions about the production of the book of Jeremiah, 
especially the time when that occurred. he argues that the surviving man-
uscript evidence favors the conventional literary-critical conclusion that 
the book gradually formed throughout the centuries of the second temple 
period. on the other hand, the efficacy of linguistic evidence for dating the 
production of this and other biblical writings is thrown into doubt, since 
observation of language usage in biblical and other literature suggests that 
late authors and editors could, and often did, use “early” language.

ian Young’s “The original problem: The old greek and the maso-
retic text of daniel 5” evaluates three explanations for the highly variant 
hebrew and greek texts of dan 5: the mt and the old greek (og) are 
expansions of a common core text, the mt and/or the og is a substantial 
rewrite of an earlier written version, or the og and the mt are indepen-
dent renditions of a common oral tradition. Based on, first, the recognized 
importance of oral traditions alongside written traditions for (preprinting 
press) story collections and, second, the small number of actual verbatim 
parallels between the two texts, the third explanation is preferred for the 
mt and og of dan 5. in other words, there may not be a direct relation-
ship between the two texts of dan 5; in effect there never was a common 
base text, each is a text without an original.

maxine grossman, in “community rule or community rules: Exam-
ining a supplementary approach in light of the sectarian dead sea 
scrolls,” considers three distinct types of textual variation in the eleven 
Qumran copies of the serek hayaḥad (1Qs, 4Qs255–264), and she pon-
ders the significance of the differences between the manuscripts for our 
understanding of original texts and textual formation in an ancient Jewish 
setting. in particular, the textual profiles of the surviving copies of the 
community rule problematize any simplistic notion of linear evolution-
ary development from earlier texts to later ones, since the supplementa-
tion that is encountered is one of addition (or expansion) and subtraction SBL P
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(or contraction). more generally, the manuscripts of the community rule 
are evidence for a situation of simultaneous textual diversity in which it 
is possible that each distinct edition of the rule was understood as saying 
“the same thing.”

Joseph Weaks, in “limited Efficacy in reconstructing the gospel 
sources for matthew and luke,” evaluates the chance that the hypothetical 
source Q, which scholars have reconstructed from matthew and luke, is a 
reliable reconstruction. to test that possibility, he reconstructs mark from 
matthew and luke—it is widely believed that matthew and luke used both 
Q and mark as sources—and then compares the reconstructed marQ to the 
actual mark. it turns out that marQ is a very poor representation of mark. 
The reconstruction of a source, whether Q, marQ, or otherwise, is a tenuous 
undertaking. in particular, the present analogy problematizes the way in 
which the reconstructed Q is used as a source for studying christian origins.

 5. conclusions on the Efficacy  
of source and redaction criticism

What follows is our assessment of the efficacy of source and redaction 
criticism based on our reading of previous studies as well as our synthesis 
of the individual chapters included in this volume. as such, we acknowl-
edge that some of these conclusions may go further than the conclusions 
reached by some of the individual contributors to the volume. neverthe-
less, these conclusions are our interpretation of the rhetorical force of our 
edited volume as a collective.

like tigay and other earlier studies using empirical models, many of 
the chapters provide empirical evidence for the composite character of 
texts in the Bible. This observation should not be the least bit surprising, 
since the composite character of biblical writings is widely accepted in 
scholarship. in fact, because of the strong influence of textual criticism on 
the contributors, none of them suggest that any of the extant texts can be 
understood as the original text and generally reject the very idea of ever 
constructing an original text, due to the characteristics of textual fluidity 
and textual plurality. This is especially obvious in the chapters by milstein, 
trebolle Barrera, and grossman, all three of whom discuss how the tex-
tual fluidity of their respective texts allows for the transposition of entire 
passages into various locations within those texts in a modular fashion. 
Young goes one step further, suggesting that the most plausible explana-
tion of the relationship of the og and mt of dan 5 is not to be found in SBL P
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a literary relationship based on one original text but on the basis of two 
independent textual traditions, both of which represent the oral tradition 
behind the texts.

like tigay and others, some of the chapters point to possible discern-
ible traces of sources and redactional layers. however, none of the con-
tributors explicitly suggest that any of these traces can be used without 
other empirical controls in the application of source and/or redaction 
criticism with any significant degree of certainty. For example, although 
trebolle Barrera often refers to Wiederaufnahme, it is always in combi-
nation with the placement of the late markers dividing manuscripts into 
sections. Furthermore, nowhere does he conclude that the presence of 
any of these late markers, Wiederaufnahme, or the two combined nec-
essarily indicates an insertion, because he notes the tremendous fluid-
ity of the texts and the sometimes inconsistent use of such late markers 
in the different textual traditions. With this caveat, as will be discussed 
further below, we can conclude that even in these cases Wiederaufnahme 
cannot be understood as a discernible trace, if that term implies an objec-
tive criterion that necessarily identifies an insertion. in addition, although 
lemmelijn points to literary problems similar to discernible traces, her 
explicit methodology requires not only a combination of textual criticism 
and redaction criticism but the priority of textual criticism as a control on 
redactional arguments.

like carr’s assessment that “such indicators are easily lost in the pro-
cess of gradual growth of texts,”67 some of the chapters explicitly note 
the complexity of the literary history of the text, a complexity that would 
too easily eliminate many discernible traces. of course, this problem was 
already implicit in tigay’s volume, especially in the chapter by Yair Zako-
vitch on assimilation and harmonization. That is, if a redactor’s tendency 
for harmonization was especially high, then the very process of harmoni-
zation would eliminate many (if not, all) of the discernible traces assumed 
to be found in composite texts. in this volume, lemmelijn also provides 
empirical evidence of harmonization, but she can only do so on the basis 
of textual variation—that is, any discernible traces were removed in the 
very process of harmonization. milstein discusses the same process in the 
incorporation of the source gilgamesh and huwawa into the gilgamesh 
Epic, leading her to conclude as follows: “source content could be com-

67. carr, Formation of the Hebrew Bible, 106.SBL P
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pletely rewritten.”68 Thus, some of the empirical models suggest that dis-
cernible traces are sometimes lacking in composite texts.

like müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny, some of the chapters point 
to “opposing directions.”69 as just noted, lemmelijn points to harmonizing 
tendencies in the plague narrative in Exodus. in contrast, schorch demon-
strates the opposite tendency in the passage about Jacob’s blessing in gen-
esis—that is, “dissimilatory reading” of even the exact same consonantal 
framework could lead to different vocalizing/pointing of the consonantal 
framework and/or changes in the consonantal framework itself. certainly, 
lemmelijn and schorch allow for these opposing tendencies to occur in 
different texts and even within the same text within different communities 
in various historical periods of the texts’ development. nevertheless, the 
presence of these opposing tendencies creates problems for the efficacy 
of source and redaction criticism. Even more challenging are the conclu-
sions by grossman and milstein, both of whom see opposing tendencies 
within the same textual tradition. grossman’s conclusion contradicts the 
often dichotomous assumption that redaction occurred according to a 
block/modular method of combining sources or according to a method 
of supplementation. grossman gives evidence of both types of redactional 
development in her analysis of the community rule of Qumran: “unlike 
my earlier examples, which reflected a practice of modular addition and 
subtraction, the form of supplementation that we encounter here is one 
of expansion and contraction, in which a simpler and a more complex 
version of the same text appears in parallel manuscript witnesses.”70 note 
that even within both of these types of redactional development grossman 
sees opposing directions, addition and subtraction, and expansion and con-
traction. Within the long literary history of the gilgamesh Epic, milstein 
concludes: “on the one hand, we have evidence of a source that has been 
transformed completely already in the first identifiable phase of transmis-
sion. subsequently, however, that plotline became comparatively more 
stable. on the other hand, we have evidence of a source that is represented 
in near-identical form after a thousand years.”71 Thus, both grossman and 
milstein provide us with empirical evidence of opposing directions within 
the same literary text and its tradition. This should warn us against making 

68. milstein in this volume, 58 (emphasis added).
69. müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny, Evidence of Editing, 222.
70. grossman in this volume, 314.
71. milstein in this volume, 59.SBL P
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too much of any such tendencies as providing us with any type of objec-
tive means to identify sources and redactional layers based on discernible 
traces and on our assumptions about scribal tendencies.

as noted above, despite such contradictory evidence in their empiri-
cal data, müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny nevertheless conclude 
that source and redaction criticism, at least for some texts, can be suc-
cessfully applied when “discernible traces” are found, presumably even 
without (other) empirical evidence. repeating what we said above, these 
discernible traces fall into three categories: (1) “disturbing repetitions” of 
words and phrases and especially Wiederaufnahme or resumptive repeti-
tion; (2) “grammatical problems” and other linguistic phenomena that 
involve “unusual wording” or are “syntactically disturbing” or “stylistically 
awkward”; and finally, (3) the two preceding “traces” and a large array of 
less well-defined phenomena upset the “literary unity” of the text under 
consideration. Therefore, even though in some ways müller, pakkala, and 
ter haar romeny seem to undercut the efficacy of source and redaction 
criticism, they nevertheless conclude that these three types of discernible 
traces remain in some texts in the Bible, thereby defending the efficacy of 
source and redaction criticism as applied to these texts. consequently, it 
seems appropriate for us to be explicit about these three types of what they 
identify as discernible traces in terms of how the collective voice of this 
volume critiques these discernible traces. Before turning to the evidence 
that challenges the efficacy of each of these three types, we should repeat 
that the contributors in this volume assert that most (if not all) of the books 
in the Bible are composite texts and provide empirical models that some-
times point to the possible efficacy of these discernible traces when paired 
with text-critical variants and other empirical data. however, as we will see, 
this does not suggest that these types of discernible traces alone—that is, 
without text-critical variants—can be successfully used to identify, with 
certainty, sources and redactional layers. Furthermore, even text-critical 
variants do not provide completely objective evidence, because there is 
always a certain degree of subjectivity to text-critical conclusions as well.

For over one hundred years, first in classical studies and later in bibli-
cal studies, Wiederaufnahme, or resumptive repetition, has been recog-
nized as a practice used by ancient scribes to denote that an insertion has 
occurred.72 an example confirmed by text-critical variants is found in the 

72. For further critique of Wiederaufnahme as a discernible trace, see raymond F. SBL P
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comparison of the mt and lXX of Jer 27:19–22, where the editor of the 
(proto–)mt of Jeremiah inserted verses 19b–21 and repeated the phrase 
immediately preceding the insertion: “19 For thus said the lord (of hosts 
… 21 Thus said the lord of hosts, the god of israel, concerning the ves-
sels…).”73 tigay referred to Wiederaufnahme as empirical evidence and 
müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny make frequent use of Wiederauf-
nahme as a discernible trace.74 similarly, in this volume trebolle Barrera 
uses Wiederaufnahme in combination with later division markers to sug-
gest a possible insertion.75 Their use of Wiederaufnahme has its roots in 
the study of the greek classics but was used in biblical studies first in 1929 
by harold Wiener, who described “resumptive repetition” in his search for 
“discernible marks and signs,” and was discussed systematically in 1952 by 
curt Kuhl, who sought “somewhat objective aids.”76 unfortunately, none 
of the chapters in this volume contain empirical models explicitly chal-
lenging Wiederaufnahme, but earlier publications have clearly addressed 
the problem of assuming that Wiederaufnahme alone can provide evi-
dence of an insertion on the basis of what in hindsight fits tigay’s notion 
of empirical data. Therefore, we will review these previous studies briefly 
here. as early as 1962, isac leo seeligmann posed the problem of how 
one could identify Wiederaufnahme from what he called “pseudo-Wiede-
raufnahme,” because he noted that such repetition can simply be a literary 
device of the original author, thereby complicating what had been seen 
as an objective criterion.77 in his attempt to overcome this complication, 

person Jr., “a reassessment of Wiederaufnahme from the perspective of conversation 
analysis,” BZ 43 (1999): 241–48.

73. This example is from tov, “literary history of the Book of Jeremiah,” 235 and 
is cited by trebolle Barrera in this volume, 181–82.

74. tigay, “Evolution of the pentateuchal narratives,” 48–49; tigay, “conflation as 
a redactional technique,” 74 n. 46; müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny, Evidence of 
Editing, 22–25, 67–68, 103–4, 108, 131, 139–40, 186.

75. trebolle Barrera in this volume, 174, 181–83, 189, 197, 201, 203, 205–6, 208.
76. harold m. Wiener, The Composition of Judges II 11 to I Kings II 46 (leipzig: 

heinrichs, 1929), 2; curt Kuhl, “die ‘Wiederaufnahme’—ein literarkritisches  
prinzip?,” ZAW 64 (1952): 11.

77. isac leo seeligmann, “hebräische Erzählung und biblische geschichtssch-
reibung,” TZ 18 (1962): 305–25. see similarly, henry Van dyke parunak, “oral type-
setting: some uses of Biblical structure,” Bib 62 (1981): 153–68; michael Fishbane, 
Biblical Interpretation in Ancient Israel (oxford: oxford university press, 1985), 85–86.SBL P
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urban c. von Wahlde suggested four criteria that can be used to identify 
Wiederaufnahme as a redactional marker:

Firstly, there is the presence of awkward repetition. The more extensive 
and the more awkward the repetition is, the more likely it is that we 
are dealing with redactional repetition. it is also significant if the repeti-
tion cannot be shown to serve some other clear function within the text. 
secondly, the presence of phrases which have no other function than 
to resume or which are awkward in the text.… Thirdly, the intervening 
material contains “aporiai,” literary features which are either inconsistent 
with or contradictory to the surrounding context. These can be “literary” 
in the general sense, or stylistic or theological. Fourthly, the “primitive” 
sequences attained by the excision of the supposed addition must make 
reasonable sense. in some cases, in fact, the resulting original sequence 
makes much better sense than the text as we now have it. in a given text, 
these factors will be present in varying degrees and so the text must be 
judged individually. however the presence of a majority of them would 
be a strong indication that the material has in fact been edited.78

of course, von Wahlde’s solution has effectively eliminated Wiederauf-
nahme as an efficacious discernible trace by itself—that is, as a discernible 
trace, it has no independence apart from using problems with literary unity 
as discernible traces. That is, even without the presence of Wiederaufnahme, 
many redaction critics would use von Wahlde’s four criteria based on prob-
lems with literary unity to suggest a redactional insertion. although müller, 
pakkala, and ter haar romeny refer briefly to Kuhl’s work on Wiederauf-
nahme, they appear to be unaware of seeligmann’s and others’ critique of 
the efficacy of Wiederaufnahme as a reliable discernible trace.79 however, 
in our judgment, Wiederaufnahme by itself cannot be understood as a reli-
able discernible trace. That is, although there is ample empirical evidence 
that Wiederaufnahme is sometimes such a discernible trace, there is also 
ample empirical evidence of what seeligmann called “pseudo-Wiederauf-
nahme” that was a literary device used by a single author.80

78. urban c. von Wahlde, “Wiederaufnahme as a marker of redaction in Jn 
6,51–58,” Bib 64 (1983): 546.

79. müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny, Evidence of Editing, 22 n. 5, 67 n. 19, 
103 n. 3.

80. For an analysis of how Wiederaufnahme is one of many similar so-called liter-
ary strategies, all of which are adaptations of a conversational practice called “restarts,” SBL P
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at first glance the criterion of what müller, pakkala, and ter haar 
romeny called “grammatical problems” seems to have a much better 
chance of control on our source and redactional conclusions, especially 
since historical linguistics has proven to be such a useful tool in other 
areas of literary study.81 however, this criterion is challenged by some of 
the contributors in this volume. rezetko, sometimes in collaboration with 
Young and Ehrensvärd, has published a variety of works criticizing the lin-
guistic dating of biblical writings,82 and his chapter in this volume contin-
ues to challenge the value of linguistic variation in Biblical hebrew, espe-
cially between so-called early and late linguistic variants, as an empirical 
control for dating literary sources and redactional layers or establishing a 
relative chronology of biblical writings. Their challenge to linguistic dating 
has attracted its critics and one of the criticisms is that there is no evidence 
of literature produced by a single individual that contains such linguistic 
variety as found in the Bible, what Ziony Zevit labeled “an odd construct.”83 
That is, Zevit and others assume that a high degree of linguistic variety 
within a text is often evidence of a composite text that lends itself well to 
analysis by source and redaction criticism in that early and late forms can 
help identify the relative chronology of the various redactional layers and 
sources. person’s chapter in this volume provides empirical evidence of just 
such “an odd construct” by drawing from the comparative study of oral 
traditions in which the traditional register of an oral tradition can actually 
be characterized by a blending of different linguistic forms (dialectical and 
historical) as a way of implying its universality within that tradition. Thus, 
if biblical texts have roots in oral traditions, then biblical texts may contain 
linguistic diversity that is the result of the same author or redactor using 
a traditional register. such cases complicate the ability to discern different 
sources and redactional layers based on grammatical problems. although 

see raymond F. person Jr., From Conversation to Oral Tradition: A Simplest Systematics 
for Oral Traditions, rsrs 10 (london: taylor & Francis, 2016).

81. We have chosen to focus here on the issue of language variation and change 
and linguistic diachrony, but there are other kinds of grammatical problems which we 
could address, such as the use of, for example, so-called deuteronomistic or priestly 
language in editorial adjustments and redactional layers. however, many of these such 
“problems” are also “problems” of literary unity.

82. Young, rezetko, and Ehrensvärd, Linguistic Dating of Biblical Texts; rezetko 
and Young, Historical Linguistics and Biblical Hebrew.

83. Ziony Zevit, review of Biblical Hebrew: Studies in Chronology and Typology, 
ed. ian Young, RBL 8 (2004): 13.SBL P
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it is certainly possible that sources and redactional layers in the compos-
ite texts of the Bible may have different linguistic profiles, rezetko argues 
that our current insufficient knowledge of the linguistic history of ancient 
hebrew84 complicates this task, and person argues that, even if we had suf-
ficient knowledge, we must allow the possibility that the same author or 
redactor may use various linguistic forms for stylistic purposes. Therefore, 
grammatical problems are ineffective as discernible traces.85

as we noted above, von Wahlde’s solution to the problem of “pseudo-
Wiederaufnahme” was simply to discern problems of literary unity created 
by an insertion. This tactic is very similar to müller, pakkala, and ter haar 
romeny’s, when they identify such literary problems as “contradictions,” 
“digressions,” “inconsistencies,” “tensions,” and so on. of course, this is a 
common criterion used in source and redaction criticism and some con-
tributors to this volume also note correctly how insertions may compro-
mise the literary unity of a text. however, various contributors directly 
question the appropriateness of our modern notions of literary unity as 
a standard for discerning when the literary unity of an ancient text has 
been compromised. This is most explicit in the chapter by person entitled 
“The problem of ‘literary unity’ from the perspective of the study of oral 
traditions,” but it is commented on by others as well. lemmelijn notes as 
follows: “our modern understanding of logicality need not square with 
that of the biblical authors and can often be extremely subjective.”86 lenzi 
similarly observes: “[W]hen an argument for revision relies exclusively on 
some inconsistency, tension, or contradiction within the text and there is 
no other evidence to corroborate this perception, we run the risk of impos-

84. our knowledge is insufficient, first, because of the absence of both early bibli-
cal manuscripts and an adequate control corpus of dated and localized extrabiblical 
sources, and second, because the actual distribution of linguistic data in the extant 
(late) texts of the hebrew Bible (biblical dss, mt, sp) resists an explanation along the 
lines of simple linear development from so-called archaic to Early to transitional to 
late Biblical hebrew. These issues are discussed at length in the volumes cited in n. 82.

85. müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny argue that “late” language betrays late 
editing (Evidence of Editing, 83, 85; see also 86 n. 23); however, elsewhere they argue 
that late use of “early” language is only “archaizing” rather than truly “archaic” (79 
[“imitated older style”], 83-84, 87, 151 [“emulate older poetical texts”]; see also 65). 
in our opinion, they have not fully grasped the serious difficulty with using historical 
linguistics as a redactional criterion when late writers and editors could use either 
“early” or “late” language variants.
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ing modern literary expectations on ancient texts and thereby inventing 
problems to which revision is the solution.”87 if our very notion of literary 
unity is anachronistic, then what we identify as discernible traces based 
on that anachronistic understanding not only does not provide some sort 
of objective means for identifying sources and redactional layers but at 
least in some cases also misleads us in that very effort.

another of the observations made by müller, pakkala, and ter haar 
romeny finds confirmation in some of the chapters in this volume—that 
is, their discussion of the important role of omissions in the literary his-
tory of the Bible, which undercuts at least to some degree carr’s notion 
of a “trend toward expansion,” which is obviously closely related to the 
widely accepted principle of lectio brevior potior (“the shorter reading is 
stronger”).88 as carr himself is aware, a trend is not a hard and fast rule, 
so the questions of “how strong is this trend?” and “does this particular 
text exemplify this trend?” have always been implicit in this notion and 
the related principle of lectio brevior potior. however, drawing substan-
tially from pakkala’s book God’s Word Omitted, müller, pakkala, and ter 
haar romeny’s conclusions nevertheless bring some needed uncertainty 
to how effective one can be when assuming such a trend while making 
source-critical and redaction-critical arguments. That is, even if the trend 
is valid either for the majority of texts or even limited to the later periods 
of written transmission, the general validity cannot be easily applied to all 
cases of pluses and minuses in textual traditions. much like müller, pak-
kala, and ter haar romeny, both milstein and grossman provide addi-
tional empirical evidence of omissions in the literary history of the texts 
analyzed. milstein observes “a major elimination of content,” when the 
source gilgamesh, Enkidu, and the netherworld is incorporated into the 
gilgamesh Epic.89 grossman, in her analysis of the various versions of the 
community rule and other rule texts at Qumran, concludes that

1Qs appears to represent a more developed and more comprehensive 
witness to the Qumran serek tradition than we find in our other key 
serek manuscripts. From the perspective of textual transmission, it is 
therefore fascinating—and not a little bit confounding—to acknowledge 

87. lenzi in this volume, 68.
88. müller, pakkala, and ter haar romeny, Evidence of Editing, 71, 76–77, 90, 98, 
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that 1Qs has been identified as one of the earliest manuscript witnesses 
to the serek tradition.90

That is, the earliest extant text in the Qumran serek tradition is also the 
longest and most comprehensive. Thus, both milstein and grossman pro-
vide compelling nonbiblical empirical evidence similar to that of müller, 
pakkala, and ter haar romeny concerning omissions.

Thus far, the above summary and conclusions have been structured 
primarily on the basis of conclusions by carr and especially müller, pak-
kala, and ter haar romeny in relationship to the efficacy of source and 
redaction criticism, but we think that the collective force of the volume 
has further implications, so we will discuss these further conclusions here.

in order for someone to begin to use empirical models, a scholar 
must first decide what extant texts to compare. today the comparison of 
the mt and the lXX of daniel (Young) or of the mt and sp of genesis 
(schorch), for example, seems rather obvious, but it was not too long ago 
when the use of the versions was typically dismissed as the versions were 
understood as “vulgar” or “sectarian” texts with little to contribute to the 
study of the Bible. That is, before the discovery of the biblical material in 
the dead sea scrolls, the versions were often considered so aberrant to be 
generally unworthy of study for the source-critical and redaction-critical 
study of the Bible. increasingly the division between biblical and nonbibli-
cal scrolls at Qumran is being questioned. For example, was the so-called 
reworked pentateuch (4Qrp = 4Q158, 4Q364–367) nonbiblical or bibli-
cal in the eyes of the Qumran community, especially if the types of varia-
tions—additions, omissions, substitutions, and different sequences—are 
similar to the variations between Exodus and deuteronomy or between 
the mt and the sp? some scholars, such as Eugene ulrich, are now con-
cluding that the reworked pentateuch may “constitute simply a variant 
literary edition of the torah, alongside the mt and the sp.”91 This very 

90. grossman in this volume, 320 (emphasis original).
91. Eugene ulrich, “The text of the hebrew scriptures at the time of hillel and 

Jesus,” in Congress Volume: Basel 2011, ed. andré lemaire, Vtsup 92 (leiden: Brill, 
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issue is explicitly discussed by some of the contributors to this volume. 
lenzi asks, “how do we know two tablets represent the same text?”92 he 
then adds:

[a]nd it admonishes us to own up to the fact that we are the ones who 
decide what counts as evidence of revision and what does not by decid-
ing which texts to compare because they are similar enough to each 
other—despite some differences—to catch our eye and which to leave 
aside because they are dissimilar enough—despite some similarities—
that we do not consider them relevant for our purposes.93

similarly, grossman recognizes our need to rethink “literary text”:

to the extent that a variety of very diverse manuscripts—with different 
wording, content, and character—can be recognized not only as exam-
ples of the same textual tradition but in fact as copies of the same literary 
text, it becomes necessary to rethink our larger understanding of origi-
nal texts and textual formation in an ancient Jewish setting.94

For example, are 1Qsa and 1Qsb independent from or a part of the lit-
erary text the community rule (best preserved in 1Qs)? These are the 
kinds of questions that led person to question the consensus model’s 
understanding of the relationship between samuel–Kings and chronicles 
as representing different literary texts that contain significantly different 
theologies.95 complicating the discussion of what is the same literary text 
and, therefore, by implication what constitutes a different literary text is 
schorch’s chapter in which he highlights how the exact same consonantal 
hebrew text can nevertheless be read as different texts in various reading 
communities. Thus, the very notion of what a literary text is (complete 
with what are its sources and different redactional versions) that underlies 

92. lenzi in this volume, 68
93. ibid., 65–66 (emphasis original)
94. grossman in this volume, 329–30 (emphasis original).
95. person in this volume. see also person, Deuteronomic History and the Book 
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the current practice of source and redaction criticism requires much more 
serious thought based on empirical models.

one of the empirical models used in this volume that is not found in 
tigay’s volume comes from the comparative study of oral traditions. This 
should not be surprising, since the influence of the comparative study of 
oral traditions in biblical studies has expanded significantly since tigay’s 
volume appeared.96 The challenge of the comparative study of oral tra-
ditions to source and redaction criticism has been recognized for some 
time. For example, in 1996, susan niditch acknowledged that understand-
ing ancient israel as a primarily oral society “forces us to question long-
respected theories about the development of the israelite literary tradi-
tions preserved in the Bible”—especially source criticism.97 These earlier 
challenges have been too often and too quickly dismissed, especially by 
those who have made a reputation for themselves by defending the docu-
mentary hypothesis. For example, in his “Foreword” to the 2005 edition of 
tigay’s volume, Friedman explicitly proclaims niditch’s challenge as seri-
ously flawed based on, in our opinion, his misunderstanding of niditch’s 
argument.98 nevertheless, some of the contributors to this volume bring 
additional insights to bear on source and redaction criticism based on the 
comparative study of oral tradition. person draws from the study of oral 
traditions to critique the flawed assumptions concerning literary unity in 
the current practice of source and redaction criticism. Young concludes 
that, of the three models he evaluates to explain the relationship between 
the mt and the lXX of dan 5, the best model is one that suggests that 
these two texts are independent literary traditions recording an earlier 
oral tradition of the character daniel. similarly, both lenzi and grossman 
imagine that the continuation of an oral tradition behind the texts they 
study helps to explain the textual plurality of the akkadian “hand-lifting” 
prayers and the serek texts of Qumran, respectively. in our opinion, like 
that of niditch, the comparative study of oral traditions presents some 

96. For recent reviews, see raymond F. person Jr., “orality studies, oral tradi-
tion: hebrew Bible,” in The Encyclopedia of Biblical Interpretation, ed. steven l. mcK-
enzie, 2 vols. (oxford: oxford university press, 2013), 2:55–63; raymond F. person Jr. 
and chris Keith, “introduction,” in The Dictionary of the Bible and Ancient Media, ed. 
tom Thatcher et al. (london: Bloomsbury, forthcoming).
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serious challenges to biblical criticism, but also provides some empirical 
models for moving forward with a better understanding of the efficacy of 
source and redaction criticism, even if the influence is primarily limiting.

our above summary and conclusions for the collective force of the 
volume has thus far not included comments on Weaks’s insightful chapter. 
This is because it differs significantly from the other chapters in that it is a 
thought experiment in which he reconstructs a source based on the stan-
dard methods of source criticism of the gospels (although being in a real 
sense too generous), not because his chapter does not have much to con-
tribute. in fact, in many ways it is a very fitting conclusion to the volume, 
so let us explicate here how we see Weaks’s contribution in relationship to 
the conclusions we have given above, especially as it relates to the study of 
the hebrew Bible. The reconstruction of the sayings source Q from mat-
thew and luke is widely regarded as something highly plausible, even by 
those who might be skeptical about the application of source criticism to 
other texts based on discernible traces. This high degree of probability and 
plausibility is due to our ability to triangulate from matthew and luke to 
Q by using the material in the double tradition and by observing how the 
authors of matthew and luke used mark as a source, since we have this 
source as a control on their redactional tendencies. Weaks’s thought exper-
iment explores how ineffective even this most probable reconstruction 
can be by reconstructing mark on the basis of the triple tradition—that is, 
by triangulating from matthew and luke to his reconstructed mark (what 
he calls marQ). he can then compare mark and marQ. When he does, he 
concludes as follows: “a reconstructed text is unreliable in that it is miss-
ing the very features and structures characteristic of the actual source text 
and, further, it contains features and structures that originate not from the 
actual source text but from the reconstruction process itself.”99 he dem-
onstrates that even with his most generous reconstruction, marQ is only 
half the size of mark and that this has tremendous consequences for the 
understanding of the literary and linguistic characteristics of the source 
text. Weaks’s conclusions alone have wide implications for the efficacy of 
source and redaction criticism as valid methodologies. For example, our 
ability to describe the theology of the priestly writer or the succession 
narrative or source a of Jeremiah poetry depends significantly on our 
ability to reconstruct these sources with a high degree of accuracy that 
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preserves a significant majority of these sources. Weaks provides an exam-
ple of why, at least in some cases, this standard cannot possibly be met. 
When we combine Weaks’s conclusion with the above critique concerning 
the efficacy of source and redaction criticism on the basis of what have tra-
ditionally been understood as discernible traces that ensure some degree 
of plausibility, we must question even our ability to reconstruct sources 
and redactional layers with a high enough degree of plausibility even when 
we have strong empirical evidence. in other words, the most that source 
and redaction criticism may be able to do even with empirical evidence is 
help us understand in general ways the composite nature of the text with 
only sketchy notions of what sources and redactional layers may have con-
tributed to the literary character of the text. once we devote much time to 
analyzing these reconstructed sources and redactional layers themselves 
as literary objects worthy of close literary and theological study, we prob-
ably have crossed a line of plausibility that becomes much too speculative, 
at least in most cases. We certainly allow that there may be some limited 
cases in which the empirical controls appear to provide relatively sound 
judgments concerning sources and redactional layers—for example, the 
two sources behind 1 sam 16–18. nevertheless, we must acknowledge that 
even in these cases there are dissenting voices by respected scholars. Thus, 
in our opinion, future studies in source and redaction criticism must 
accept much more limited goals and objectives, primarily focused on the 
extant texts in their textual plurality and how that plurality may enlighten 
us on the prehistory of the chosen literary text, even if only faintly. 
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